
Wandsworth Friends of the Earth: Group Meeting 
November 8, 2017

item discussion proposed action Action

1 Welcome, Attendees and Apologies:                                                                               
Those present were as follows:                                                                                                                                                                                                
Mike Grahn (MG)                                                                                                           
Jeannette Leigh (JL)                                                                                                              
Peter McLoughlin (PMcL)                                                                                                                
Susie Morrow (SM)                                                                                                                 
Lynne McNulty (LMcN)                                                                                                          
Terry Brown (TGB) – Coordinator                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Apologies had been received from Paul Dinsdale and Stuart Oliver.    

Stop Killing Londoners: Referring to the last meeting, there was a short discussion of 
the"Stop killing Londoners" campaign and we thought that we should just Monitor the 
situation via Twitter and their website.

Keep in touch with “Stop Killing Londoners” via 
their website at http://
www.stopkillinglondoners.org.uk

All

2 Chestnut Avenue Tooting Bec Common: tree felling: We also referred to me last meeting 
when Pierre D’ attended and spoke passionately about the felling of the Chestnut Avenue 
trees, though it was effectively too late as the trees had been taken out overnight. We had 
hoped that might persuade Pierre to continue to attend WFLA meetings and to take up 
some of the"Nature" campaigning.

There was a discussion about whether the WBC strategy for nature and open 
spaces can be interrogated in the light of Tooting Bec activity. LMcN believes that 
there is a ‘disconnect’ between Wandsworth stated policies and what actually 
happens on the ground. This might be because WBC have delegated all open 
space maintenance etc. to Enable. the group was not sure how accountable Enable 
are. JL suggested that Patrick Langley is the ‘person in charge’, but SM suggested 
that the person to approach would be Councillor Jonathan Cooke. SM suggested 
that we might probe WBC’s attitudes to tree maintenance and care with a couple of 
wells targeted freedom of information requests. LMcN pointed out that she had 
been trying to find out what was happening in King George’s Park near her where 
Tideway are about to start work. LMcN was concerned both about the scope and 
authority of the tree survey that had been carried out in preparation for the felling of 
trees in connection with the Tideway works and the extent that Tideway were 
fulfilling their obligations for tree and shrub planting in connection with the works. 
SM recommended contacting a local journalist to raise these concerns in a public 
way.

3 The group came round to the conclusion that they Tideway project is probably now fixed 
following challenge and change in the past and therefore it may be too late to demand 
further change now. TGB suggested that it might be possible to ‘generalise’ from the 
Tideway and Chestnut Avenue experience and investigate and challenge the WBC policy 
and delivery of services regarding public open space and nature in the Borough.                                                                             

LMcN interjected that trying to talk with the Council on issues regarding trees is unbelievably 
difficult. She had been trying to investigate the removal of trees from King George's Park in 
connection with the Tideway work. She explained that it was the Council that would remove 
the trees and not Tideway. The existing trees in the park are of varied species which is 
exactly what is best from an ecological point of view. LMcN said that it was impossible to 
get anywhere with the Council’s representatives. Even Councillors didn't seem to want to 
listen. She sympathised with PD’A and agreed that there should be an investigation into how 
WBC and Enable arrive at decisions to remove trees. Need to approach the WBC Cabinet 
and Tideway. TGB suggested that we undervalue open space and that is why the open 
space gets eroded rather than development sites. It open space were valued appropriately 
bearing in mind the ecosystem services it provides to the community then it would be seen 
as more valuable than development land. Unfortunately the value of land is determined by 
market forces, i.e. its capacity to generate profit in the monetary economy. 00.24:47:80 

WFOE to formulate a plan to pursue 
Wandsworth Borough Council to see what their 
strategy is for the maintenance of trees, shrubs 
and natural open space. In this respect we can 
probably work with PD’A in connection with the 
Environmental Law Society All

There was an extended discussion of the difficulty LMcN was experiencing with 
communication with Tideway and the Council over the treatment of trees at the north end of 
King Georges Park. In spite of all her efforts to monitor actions here, she had received little 
or no response. SM urged LMcN both to contact her Ward Councillors and to respond to the 
Mayor’s consultation on the Environmental Strategy. LMcN expressed disillusionment over 
the lack of response by everyone she had contacted over the unsatisfactory management of 
the tree conservation associated with the Tideway works including the fact that Justine 
Greening had not carried out her role of Chairing the public Tideway meetings and was 
disinclined to take further action.  

JL drew attention to the Wandsworth Tree Strategy drawn up by the Wandsworth Tree 
Wardens which should be available on line and in Public Libraries.
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In conclusion it was decided that it would be still valuable to try to find out what the 
Councils strategy is for the care, maintenance and planting the trees in Wandsworth’s open 
spaces. PD’A said that he proposed to pursue the matter further with the Environmental Law 
Society. JL suggested that, regarding Wandsworth Borough Council's activity, Patrick 
Langley is the person to contact. He works with Enable who are the council’s subcontractor 
dealing with maintenance of parks etc. 

Group, PD’A

4 TGB proposed to go through some of the actions proposed set out in the previous notes, 
though he anticipated that there may not have been great progress with these points due to 
the holiday season.

5 Air Pollution: SO had found that there were errors in the Wandsworth Air Quality Action 
Plan, which once corrected meant that targets would show minimal improvement over the 
ten year period covered. WFOE proposed a letter to Houda Al Sharifi, Director of Public 
Health for Wandsworth. Though the letter wasn’t completed, at another forum attended by 
WFOE, Wandsworth Environment Forum, Ms Al Sharifi was present along with two of her 
officers, Jazz and Nicoletta and this provided the opportunity of putting the points directly to 
her. The point was raised about low targets, but we didn’t get a very satisfying response. 
However Ms Sharifi offered a continuing dialogue with the WEF and we might get further 
with these points at subsequent meetings. 

TGB suggested that WFOE should try to 
propose some positive and meaningful 
objectives for the Wandsworth AQ strategy and 
suggest these be raised at subsequent WEF 
meetings when Ms Al Sharifi is present. These 
should be tangible actions/activities not just 
abstract targets. 

Group

At the last meeting WFOE were proposing to get hold of some more NOX sensors to mount 
at various locations. TGB had not been able to find the original email from FOE offering a 
pack of 10 sensors. However, this had subsequently been rather preempted by a meeting at 
City Hall of the ‘Citizens Science Group’ and LSX, chaired by Leonie Cooper, at which NOX 
sensors had been given out. Maureen Cooper was at the meeting and took away a 
considerable number of NOX sensors, which she had advised TGB had been mounted at 
various points around the Wandsworth town centre area. However there had not as yet been 
any report of the results from these sensors.

JL made the point that members of the public putting more sensors up would probably not 
be effective as no real action was being taken. There was general agreement in the group 
that the dangerous levels of air pollution in Wandsworth and London as a whole was an 
established fact and what was needed was action.

TGB said that he had prepared three questions for Ms Sharifi prior to the WEF meeting and 
had them cleared by Vicki Carol in advance. The questions (included in the appendix to this 
meeting note), were all raised, though not necessarily by TGB, but didn’t really get 
satisfactory answers. 

Because one of the questions raised referred to the role of green open space as a 
contributor to public health, the group discussed again the poor track record of WBC in 
looking after trees an discussed the issue of replacing mature trees with saplings that might 
take scores of years to provide the ecosystem services of mature trees.

There was also some discussion of the monitoring of air pollution as a result of building and 
engineering works. This again seemed to be very unsatisfactory, especially in respect of 
taking action to acfrually alleviate the pollution which LMcN pointed out would be done, 
quote “if possible”! The monitoring process is long and relies on the reporting of and 
monitoring transgressions over a year long period.

6 Election Candidates: As the next Council Elections are in May 2018, WFOE have time to 
formulate some ‘asks’ for the candidates and possibly even arrange a hustings. It was 
pointed out that though we had sufficient time this would come around quickly and we 
should therefore give it some serious thought sooner rather than later.

WFOE Group to formulate some questions to be 
put to the election candidates

Group

LMcN commented that people do not necessarily know who their MP or Councillors are and 
that even if they do, the Counsellors are not very responsive two queries or comments. The 
discussion returned to WBCs apparent lack of concern for parks and green spaces. The 
point was made that the Borough would be happy to turn all the green spaces to 
commercial gain. LMcN pointed out that when Tideway was considering where to locate the 
facility now planned for the north end of King George's Park there was an opportunity on the 
other side of Buckhold Road where there was a scout hut. But clearly this site had too high 
a commercial value whereas the open-space in King Georges Park was apparently ‘free for 
the taking’. LMcN said that Tideway rejected the site on the basis that it was occupied by a 
Scout hut which was an amenity to the community, though of course the site was actually 
wanted for a lucrative residential development. She had lobbied Counsellors, pointing out 
the opportunity to maintain the open space, but with no response.

7 Twenty Miles per Hour limit: JL had written to Wandsworth Living Streets on the issue of 
20MPH enforcement now that the limit had been brought in across the Borough’s roads. It 
seems that ‘Community Road Watch’ is not operating very effectively. She had also asked 
Justine Greening if someone other than a police officer could accompany a member of the 
public operating a ‘speed gun’, because of the apparent lack of availability of police officers. 
it was agreed that 20MPH limit is regularly being flouted and enforcement needs to be 
stepped up. 

8 Trees in Wandsworth: this discussion focused on the reduction of trees in King Georges 
Park due to the Tideway scheme. LMcN explained that she had been told that there were 
"character studies" for all the main green spaces in Wandsworth, but when she asked to see 
the study for King George's Park she was told that they were ‘not in the public realm’. she 
was lead to believe that there were over 70,000 trees in Wandsworth which needed to be 
looked after. JL suggested that LMcN could make a Freedom of information request 
regarding the "character studies”.

LMcN to follow up with a Freedom of 
Information request about the open space 
‘Character studies’. this can be done using the 
email address foi@wandsworth.gov.uk

The discussion moved on to the Chestnut Avenue events again and PD’A pointed out that 
even the stubs had been grabbed out, so that any evidence of the condition of the trees at 
all had been removed and chipped. All evidence has been irretrievably removed. there was 
support for PdA’s proposition that we can’t let Wandsworth ‘off the hook’ on the issue of 
tree conservation and maintenance.

Suggested action is that PD’A keeps up the 
pressure on WBC to account for the issues 
raised by the removal of the trees in Chestnut 
Avenue and keep WFOE updated. PdA was also 
invited to join the WFOE group.

PD’A

item discussion proposed action Action
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The Heritage lottery fund had provided money for the maintenance of Chestnut Avenue 
which had actually been used to remove the trees rather than conserve them. This could be 
bad publicity for the Lottery fund who had effectively contributed to the removal of mature 
trees against the wishes of many residents.

9 Wandsworth Town Centre; TfL Proposals: PMcL reported that he had received a response 
from the Council regarding the implementation of the one-way system in the town centre 
and had it been advised that it was definitely in delay, but was expected to commence late 
2019. LMcN expressed concern (particularly about her location) because simultaneously the 
tideway project would be going ahead on one side of the Buckhold Road and erection of 
three tower blocks on the other side and this as well as the diversion traffic to put in place 
the TfL Wandsworth city centre proposals. 

TGB asked PMcL to forward the Council email 
to him for inclusion with the notes. POST 
MEETING NOTE: this has not been received yet.

PMcL

The discussion continued about the Town centre proposals and TGB indicated that the 
details were still available on the web but that they were quite complicated to go through. 
LMcN was concerned to know what would happen to Buckhold Road as a result of the new 
proposals, especially with regard to HGVs. 

The discussion then focused on Armoury Way and the two potential developments either 
side on the B&Q and Homebase sites. LMcN has been trying to figure out which trees would 
be retained and which would go. It wasn't conclusive. Also, the density of Wandsworth was 
discussed and the new ‘Pocket Living’ tower next to the Southside Centre.

10 End of meeting: After this it was agreed to close the meeting, mainly because of the 
increasing noise from the football match below disrupting concentration. We Will hopefully 
be able to arrange the next meeting for an non-football evening!  

Next meeting, Wednesday January 10, 2018

The meeting concluded

item discussion proposed action Action
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